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letters from the past letters to the
future
lucie germer
keene schools new hampshire

keene new hampshire is a small town with a relatively homogeneous
population when international students come to the high school it is easy for them
to feel lonely isolated and lost often because of theme job situation or the exchange
programs they belong to they are only here for one year in such a short time it is

hard for them to feel that they have made a difference or contributed to society I1

began the letters project because I1 wanted to address this double problem I1 wanted the
arriving students to be welcomed by people from their countries who could answer
their particular concerns and smooth thediedle way for them and I1 wanted the students
who had been here and learned the culture to have the opportunity to share their
expertise what made this difficult of course was that the experts and the newcomers
might be separated by several years

in may just before the end of the school year I1 ask the studenstudentsLs who have been
in keene for all or most of the year to write letters in their own languages to any
student who may come here from their country iiiinill thediedle future I1 tell them that this is

their chance to pass on everything they ve learned while they were here to someone
who will be vitally interested I1 promise them that only another student from their
country will read the letter I1 wont and I1 wont show the letter to other teachers
host families or american students though I1 warn that after some unspecified length
of time im going to open the letters translate them delete anything personal or
embarrassing and publish them

beyond the requirement that the letters be in the native language there are no
rules I1 want the letters in the native language for two reasons first because I1 want
the students to feel completely free to write whatever they think is important and
second because we have no idea of thediedlenie english ability otof those who will read them
because I1 want thediedle letters to reflect the confusions and adjustments of the first year
students who have been here longer do not have to write new letters though some
choose to do so in these cases the students number the letters in sequence and thediedle
recipient has more to read

the students take these letters seriously I1 have overheard discussions im
telling him dont spend all your money the first mondimonth 1I want to say that keene
looks boring at first then you get used to it you mean you get used to keene
being boring some students include their home addresses
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when they hand in the letters we ceremoniously seal them and mark them with
the nationality not the language a letter from a spaniard to a colombian isnt
necessarily going to be useful just because its inin a familiar language A couple of
the girls have also wanted to send the letter specifically to another girl so this is
marked on the envelope as well I1 put the letters away and wait to see who ill have
for students the next year

at the beginning of the year I1 hand out the letters to the new students A

student who is here for the second year doesnt get one nor of course does the first
student in keene from any country some students get more than one I1 have a
stockpile of several spanish letters now so a student fromflom spain next year will have
a lot to read and from what I1 know of those past students a wide variety of points
of viewview if the ESL program were larger I1 might give each new student only one
letter everyone has plenty of time to read and think about the letters and I1

encourage them to share theme contents with each other though I1 dont join in the

discussions myself or in any way try to break the confidentiality I1 promised the

writers depending on the class dynamics I1 either sit at my desk looking busy or

leave the room for a few minutes after designating a moderator for the discussion so

that the class doesnt feel inhibited As the students discuss diethedle advice they begin to
open up with each other and admit their confusion and nervousness about being here
this gives students who have been here longer the chance to shareshaieshale what they know
about keene the school and americans without my having to set up artificial
getting to know you activities the old and new students begin to interact

the students agree with me that while its worth while getting the letters the

real value of the exercise is in writing them one girl told me as she handed hers inm
1I didnt realize until I1 started writing how much I1 ve changed thistinstius year another told
me 1 I know when I1 go back everyone will be interested in my life here but it will

just be casual if someone ever comes to keene high school from my country
though what I1 wrote will really make a difference to them

As for me I1 cant wait till that unspecified time in thediedle future to read them
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